
Name: Jordan Todman

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 203

School: Connecticut

Year: Junior

Date: 10/29/2010

Opponent: West Virginia

Score: 16-13

Location: Connecticut

Surface: Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Cold

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 71

Power Score : 15Balance Score : 6

BHandling Score : 11

Speed Score : 12

Vision Score: 1

Elusiveness Score : 13

Blocking Score : 1

Receiving and Routes Score : 6

Durability Score : 6

Attempts: 33

Rush Yds: 113

1st Downs: 7

Rush Tds: 1

Target: 4

Rec: 4

Rec Yds: 28

Rec Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 3

BLKs Assigned: 9

BLKs Made: 4

Game Stats Category Scores

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: No

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: No

Patience - 7pts: No

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: No

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: No

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: Yes

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: Jordan Todman Date: 10/29/2010 Opponent: West Virginia

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile

O
verall Strengths:

Todman reminds me a bit of a Maurice Morris kind of back: he does enough things well as a pure runner to make a roster and inspire the confidence of a team to give him the ball. 
He has enough of a burst to get through a crease or outside. He possesses enough patience to be effective and he has the potential to develop more to enhance his productivity. He 
is just big enough to manage contact between the tackles and he very good feet to set up defenders. If he can become a better pass blocker he'll make a team. If not, he'll just be a 
good college runner with average NFL running skills that can't do everything asked of him to stick with a team.

O
verall W

eaknesses:

Todman's effort as a pass protector needs to improve. At this point, he won't make a team in the NFL if his pass protection is this bad on a consistent basis. He drops his head too 
early and sometimes it appears he's not giving full effort to make a stand up block for his QB at the line of scrimmage. As a between the tackles runner, sometimes I think Todman 
runs too fast to the hole rather than slow to the hole and fast through it. For him, it's "fast to the hole, slow down near it, faster (but not as fast) through it," and I think it limits his 
productivity in many situations behind lead blockers. This is a patience issue that I think some people don't notice when they discuss his patience. He lacks the power to push the 
pile on the consistent basis when hit head-on by first and second level defenders.

Pow
er:

Todman ran through a hit to his foot by the blitzing CB off left end on a run to RG on 1st and 10 with 10:57 in the half. Todman was met at the line of scrimmage for no gain on the 
play, but managed to fall forward for two yards. Good effort to hang onto the football after a poor exchange from the QB on a 1st and 10 run with 8:40 in the half. He still managed 
to get control of the ball and get back to the line of scrimmage with an indecisive RG not sure whom to block on the play, which forced Todman to lower his pads into three defenders 
waiting for him. Good patience in a tight crease behind his pulling RG up the middle for an eight-yard gain, dragging a defender wrapped at his leg for four of those yards with 1:00 in 
the half on 3rd and 3. Todman ran through a DT's wrap attempt at the line of scrimmage on a 3rd and 1 run off LG behind his pulling RG for a two-yard gain with 10:17 in the third 
quarter. On the next play, a 1st and 10 shotgun run where he veering to the right and then wound the run to the left behind two pulling lineman with 10:00 in the third quarter, 
Todman ran through the wrap RDE at the line of scrimmage and he kept his pads low so he could fall forward another five yards in open space on the play. Todman's second catch 
was an 11-yard play on 1st and 10 with 1:36 in the third quarter. The RB released to the right flat on a swing pass from the shotgun with three receivers split to that side as lead 
blockers in the flat. Todman caught the ball with his hands at his back shoulder, turning the shoulders back to meet the ball as he ran away from the QB. He accelerated around the 
corner, bending the run inside the block of the receiver closest to the sideline and then dipped outside the safety over top to get the final two yards before running out of bounds. He 
finished the play with a stiff arm, but it wasn't really effective - it was just to maintain distance from the S as he dipped outside the DB's pursuit. He gained a yard off RG behind two 
pulling guards from the shotgun on 1st and 10 from the WVU 15 with 12:18 left. He didn't have the leg strength to push the pile for more once he was met head-on by two 
defenders. He ran through a hit to the legs by an LB in the backfield to get to the line of scrimmage for a one-yard gain from the I-formation on 2nd and 4 with 8:00 left. Nice job on 
a 3rd and 7 run from their own three yard-line with a three-point lead and 0:48 left in the game to gain eight yards to set up OT. He carried the ball from a single back, two-TE set, 
dipping the run just underneath his LT to get the corner and fight for the final yard as he was dragged from behind by the DE and hit by the CB in the leg. Good pad level and finish.

Ball H
andling:

His second carry of the game was a three-yard gain on 2nd and 10 on the second play of the game, an I-formation run off LG behind his lead FB. He got hit and wrapped by the slot 
CB coming off left end to meet Todman in the hole a yard past the line of scrimmage. The hit arrived at Todman's left side and the RB fell forward for two more yards on the play. 
Good job hanging onto the football under his left arm when he took the hit on the ball. On a four-yard gain to RG on a 2nd and 10 run from a single back, two-TE set with 10:03 in 
the first quarter, Todman carried the ball loosely with his right arm. He carried the ball under his left arm on a run off LG at the end of the first quarter. Good effort to hang onto the 
football after a poor exchange from the QB on a 1st and 10 run with 8:40 in the half. He still managed to get control of the ball and get back to the line of scrimmage with an 
indecisive RG not sure whom to block on the play, which forced Todman to lower his pads into three defenders waiting for him.

Elusiveness:

Todman showed good feet on a 1st and 10 run to right end from an I-formation, two-TE set with 3:50 in the first quarter. Todman was running tight to the line as he reached the 
corner, but had to get his knees higher and feet higher to avoid the diving attempt by the LB. At this point Todman had to veer further outside, turning the corner at the sideline, 
gaining four on the play. The play was nullified on a clipping penalty.

Balance:

Good effort to hang onto the football after a poor exchange from the QB on a 1st and 10 run with 8:40 in the half. He still managed to get control of the ball and get back to the line 
of scrimmage with an indecisive RG not sure whom to block on the play, which forced Todman to lower his pads into three defenders waiting for him. He was stopped at the line by 
two defenders hitting him on the next play. He simply lacks the size to and leg strength to run through square hits on the consistent basis. Good job spinning inside a safety's hit 
and falling forward for extra yardage in the right flat after gaining four yards on a 2nd and 4 I-formation run to right tackle. He gained six on the play with 2:40 in the half. Todman 
had a hard collision with the DT two yards into the hole after cutting behind his RG to LG on a 1st and 10 shotgun run. Todman's pads were low enough that he didn't fall backwards 
on the hit despite a direct shot by a much bigger player with 6:51 in the third quarter.

Speed:

Todman demonstrated a decent burst in front of the pulling LG on a four-yard run to right guard on 2nd and 10 with 10:03 in the first quarter. He did an excellent job setting up a 
cutback on a shotgun sweep around left end on 1st and 10 with 11:22 in the first quarter. Todman demonstrated good speed to get to left end and then when he sufficiently pressed 
the outside, he dipped behind his LT's block for a seven-yard gain downhill. Todman found a hole up the middle behind two pulling blockers from the right side of the line on a 
shotgun run for 24 yards with 6:17 in the third quarter. He demonstrated a decent, but not noticeably fast burst up the middle for the score. He was run down by the safety coming 
from the opposite hash but Todman's momentum carried him into the end zone. He's not going to beat DBs on a consistent basis - if at all - but he has enough of a burst to get into 
the second and third level of a defense if he finds a good hole. Todman's second catch was an 11-yard play on 1st and 10 with 1:36 in the third quarter. The RB released to the right 
flat on a swing pass from the shotgun with three receivers split to that side as lead blockers in the flat. Todman caught the ball with his hands at his back shoulder, turning the 
shoulders back to meet the ball as he ran away from the QB. He accelerated around the corner, bending the run inside the block of the receiver closest to the sideline and then 
dripped outside the safety over top to get the final two yards before running out of bounds. Again, a good but not great burst.

Blocking:

Todman made an effective cut block on the OLB coming through LG on a 1st and 10 play action pass with 11:35 in the half, getting his pads on the outside leg of the defender. The 
block was a little low, but well timed and knocked the defender to the ground, giving his QB time to gain 11 yards when he broke the pocket through the gap Todman created. 
Todman squared the OLB off right end on a 3rd and 10 pass play, but he ducked under the defender to release to the right flat. When the QB saw the pressure he broke the pocket 
up the middle and veered towards the right flat. Todman had his back to the CB in zone in the flat and did a good job posting-up the defender as the QB approached. As the QB got 
within a step, Todman peeled off the CB, across the face of the QB and delivered a cut block to the leg of a defender in pursuit, which gave the QB room to get the first down- very 
good effort with 7:38 in the half. Todman was called for a personal foul on the play for an illegal crack back - he has to be mindful not to block below the waist in the open field. Not 
a good diagnosis on his part. He dropped his head and went too low on an assignment against the MLB blitzing up the middle on 1st and 10 with 3:21 in the half. It almost looked 
like he tried to duck the LB. The defender got pressure on the QB as he released the ball to his FB in the flat for a six-yard gain. Todman did not move his feet well to stay with the 
OLB on an edge rush around right end on a 1st and 10 pass play with 1:36 in the half. Todman did not get square or close the gap early enough. The OLB was able to swipe 
Todman's arms away as he slid outside the block and got backside pressure to force the QB to climb the pocket into more pressure, forcing a sack on the play. He tried to deliver a 
punch with one-hand when he didn't square the blitzing LB on a pass play with 0:40 left in the half. On a 3rd and 3 pass with 10:52 left, Todman was assigned to pick up the RDE off 
the edge if he came off his initial block. When this happened, Todman just put his hands on the defender - no punch delivered at all. He finally delivered a punch on a stand up block 
on a 3rd and 3 pass with 7:31 left. It wasn't a great block, but enough to give the QB time to deliver the ball. He missed the MLB blitzing up the middle on a 2nd and 10 pass play 
where Todman released up the middle from the shotgun to pick up this blitz. The MLB just ran through Todman's shoulder to get to the QB as Todman tried to take on the second LB 
coming through the hole after he missed the first one with 4:52 left.

Vision:

Todman's first carry was a no-gainer to open the game on 1st and 10 with 14:54 in the first quarter. He took an I-formation play to right end with his linemen slanting right. The 
WVU RDE came off his block to meet Todman at the line of scrimmage on this run to the short side of the field. His next carry was a three-yard gain on the following play, an I-
formation run off LG behind his lead FB. He got hit and wrapped by the slot CB coming off left end to meet Todman in the hole a yard past the line of scrimmage. The hit arrived at 
Todman's left side and the RB fell forward for two more yards on the play. Good job hanging onto the football under his left arm when he took the hit on the ball. Todman gained 
two yards on 2nd and 10 with 11:18 in the first quarter from an I-formation, two-TE set. Todman chose to veer the run to a wider-looking gap off RT, but he really didn't read his 
keys very well on this play. If he did, he would have seen the gap off RG that he saw before the snap was getting filled by the CB sliding over there just before the QB called for the 
ball. Todman's best bet was to follow his FB to LG, and dip to one of side of his lead blocker. If he does this, he likely gets into the second level for at least a four-yard gain. Instead, 
Todman slips at the line of scrimmage trying to cut inside two defenders meeting him there unblocked, falling forward for two yards. He needed to read what was happening at the 
line of scrimmage, follow his lead blocker and read his defensive keys. Todman gained four yards on 2nd and 10 from a single back, two-TE set against a 3-4 look with both OLBs on 
each end and the slot CB showing blitz from the left. Uconn ran the ball away from the blitz to right end with the LG pulling across the formation. Todman shot in front of his pulling 
guard through a crease off RG for four yards on the play. Either the guard didn't follow the play as designed or Todman didn't want to wait for the pulling lineman when he saw an 
opening worth hitting with 10:03 in the first quarter. Todman showed some patience on an I-formation run around left end, following his lead FB to the line of scrimmage, staying on 
the blocker's outside hip with the CB playing good contain at the edge. Todman waited until his FB engaged an LB and then cut inside the FB to avoid the CB for a yard on the play 
with 3:22 in the first quarter. He gained four yards on 2nd and 6 with 0:35 in the first quarter from an I-formation, two-TE set. He followed his pulling RG through the hole, setting 
up the guard's block on the CB in the left flat and dipping behind the lineman for that final yard as he was hit and wrapped by the LB coming from the inside. A patient run behind 
the FB to find a crease off right end and dip back to the inside to get the first down in the flat for a six-yard gain with 2:40 left in the half. Good patience in a tight crease behind his 
pulling RG up the middle for an eight-yard gain, dragging a defender wrapped at his leg for four of those yards with 1:00 in the half on 3rd and 3. He did an excellent job setting up 
a cutback on a shotgun sweep around left end on 1st and 10 with 11:22 in the first quarter. Todman demonstrated good speed to get to left end and then when he sufficiently 
pressed the outside, he dipped behind his LT's block for a seven-yard gain downhill. There was no hesitation behind two pulling linemen from the right side and he ran up the back of 
the second pulling lineman on 2nd and 3 for a two-yard gain on the next play. On two gains of four yards on the next three plays, Todman had a nice, short stride to follow his 
pulling blockers into tight creases. These were with 9:15 and 8:30 left in the third quarter. Todman found a hole up the middle behind two pulling blockers from the right side of the 
line on a shotgun run for 24 yards with 6:17 in the third quarter. He demonstrated a decent, but not noticeably fast burst up the middle for the score. Todman's second catch was an 



Name: Jordan Todman Date: 10/29/2010 Opponent: West Virginia

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile

11-yard play on 1st and 10 with 1:36 in the third quarter. The RB released to the right flat on a swing pass from the shotgun with three receivers split to that side as lead blockers in 
the flat. Todman caught the ball with his hands at his back shoulder, turning the shoulders back to meet the ball as he ran away from the QB. He accelerated around the corner, 
bending the run inside the block of the receiver closest to the sideline and then dripped outside the safety over top to get the final two yards before running out of bounds. Good job 
setting up his run at two different points in the open field to get to the edge and then get the first down. Nice job carrying out a wind-back play that's essentially a counter sweep to 
right end from the shotgun where Todman flanks the QB's right side before the snap, takes the ball from the QB heading left as his guards pull to right end, and Todman then 
reverses field behind them. His linemen and receivers did a good job sealing the outside on this 2nd and 9 run with 11:38 in the game and Todman gained six yards in the flat. Nice 
job on a 3rd and 7 run from their own three yard-line with a three-point lead and 0:48 left in the game to gain eight yards to set up OT. He carried the ball from a single back, two-
TE set, dipping the run just underneath his LT to get the corner and fight for the final yard as he was dragged from behind by the DE and hit by the CB in the leg. He gained eight 
yards on 2nd and 7 in OT from a single back, two-TE set, hitting the hole very hard behind the back of his pulling LG to get through right guard on the play.

Receiving

Todman release on a swing route from the left side of the backfield, catching the ball four yards into the flat just outside the left hash on 2nd and 6 with 8:47 in the third quarter. He 
trapped the ball to his stomach near his back shoulder and turned up field for another three yards as he was dragged down by the safety. Good depth on the route. Todman's second 
catch was an 11-yard play on 1st and 10 with 1:36 in the third quarter. The RB released to the right flat on a swing pass from the shotgun with three receivers split to that side as 
lead blockers in the flat. Todman caught the ball with his hands at his back shoulder, turning the shoulders back to meet the ball as he ran away from the QB. He accelerated around 
the corner, bending the run inside the block of the receiver closest to the sideline and then dripped outside the safety over top to get the final two yards before running out of 
bounds. Todman's final catch was a 3rd and 15 reception with 4:16 on a screen in the left flat for a four-yard gain. The CB came from the sideline unblocked to wrap him on the play.

D
urability:

Todman came off the field noticeably shaken from a hit to his left side after a four-yard gain off RG with 10:03 in the first quarter. He returned in the next series. He missed a game 
with an arm injury this year. Missed first two games in 2008 with a shoulder injury.



Name: Jordan Todman

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 203

School: Connecticut

Year: Junior

Date: 1/1/2011

Opponent: Oklahoma

Score: 20-48

Location: Fiesta Bowl

Surface: Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 79

Power Score : 16Balance Score : 6

BHandling Score : 11

Speed Score : 12

Vision Score: 8

Elusiveness Score : 13

Blocking Score : 4

Receiving and Routes Score : 3

Durability Score : 6

Attempts: 32

Rush Yds: 121

1st Downs: 7

Rush Tds: 0

Target: 2

Rec: 1

Rec Yds: 3

Rec Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 6

BLKs Assigned: 4

BLKs Made: 3

Game Stats Category Scores

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: Yes

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: No

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: No

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: No

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: No

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: Yes

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: No

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: No

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: Jordan Todman Date: 1/1/2011 Opponent: Oklahoma

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile

O
verall Strengths:

Todman flashes some ability to press a hole and bounce outside or inside to set up blocks as well as maximize gains in tight spaces with patient running. He has pretty good feet to 
slide away from traffic and find open lanes. He also has the burst to bounce runs outside or get through a seam at the line. He does a good job of setting up blocks in the open field 
and he can use a stiff-arm or shoulder to run through defenders in the secondary when he can set them up with a move. He does a good job of protecting the football, covering the 
ball with both arms as he's hit and switching the ball during his runs to the sideline arm. He can accelerate out of his cuts to bounce into open space. Todman's style is similar to Ray 
Rice in that he has good feet, demonstrates some patience and he flashes some burst and physicality as a finisher. I just don't think he has these talents at the same level of Ray 
Rice or a full-time starter in the NFL.

O
verall W

eaknesses:

Todman is will attack a defender as a pass blocker, but he has a tendency to get too low on cut blocks. As a runner, Todman needs to press the hole a little longer so he can create a 
wider cutback lane.  If Todman could read is blocks a little better and be more patient, he might not need to stop and start as much. This would help Todman use his acceleration to 
his advantage and get bigger gains. He's known for his patience and his feet, but I saw a back that doesn't know how to time his burst and then he has to use his patience and 
footwork too early in a run to get out of trouble. This happened earlier in the game when OU was getting great penetration at the line and forcing the issue to Todman more 
frequently. As the game progressed, Todman appeared more patient.

Pow
er:

Todman used a stiff arm on the RDT has he headed to left end on a 1st and 10 run from a two-TE, I-formation set with 7:27 in the first quarter, but he was dragged down by the 
ankles by the backside RDE just after Todman made contact with the DT. Todman lost a yard on the play. Todman followed is pulling LG to RG and got a better seal at the line of 
scrimmage than he had seen in the first 10 minutes of the first quarter. He gained two yards following the guard, ran into the defender's back and then slid off the lineman towards 
center and kept his legs moving to push forward for another three on the play.  He did a nice job of setting up his LG's pulling block to RT on a 1st and 10 run for three yards with 
8:05 in the half. Todman followed both guards pulling to right end, initially running at the outside hip of the LG, waiting for the guard to engaged the cornerback and then Todman 
cut to the inside hip of the guard to find a lane and gain his three yards. However, for a short runner, Todman ran high on this play. He was hit in the chest by the safety, wrapped 
and pushed back on the play because he didn't have his pads low. Todman's first gain of the third quarter was an eight-yard run from a three-receiver shotgun set with the RB 
beginning the play flanking the QB's left side versus a nickel defense. This was Uconn's version of a wind-back play behind a pulling RG to LG. Todman veered inside and then bends 
the run behind is pulling guard. Todman nearly ran into this pulling guard at the line of scrimmage and he had to stop his feet and turn outside the guard. He stiff-armed the safety in 
the hold to get past the line and to the flat, accelerating enough to gain eight yards before an OU DL dragged him down from behind on the play. Todman got a big hole off RG from 
an I-formation, two-TE set on 1st and 10 with 6:54 in the third quarter. He did a good job of running through the safety's hit to his outside leg as he cleared the hole, getting another 
seven yards after contact as he bounced the run to is left for a 12-yard gain. He ran through a light hit to his feet as he turned the right corner behind two lead blocks for a five-yard 
gain with 1:24 in the third quarter, getting his pads low to finish the run under two hits.

Ball H
andling:

Todman did a good job carrying the football under his left arm off left end for no-gain on 1st and 10 with 9:05 in the first quarter. Todman's only catch of the night was a 2nd and 7 
with 7:30 in the half from a shotgun set on a screen pass to the left flat. He did a good job curling across the middle of the formation to the left flat to get into position, catching the 
ball over his outside shoulder with his hands as he turned back to the QB. Todman made a good change of direction downfield to get inside the hash and avoid the safety's charge 
outside the hash to meet the RB. Todman slipped as he tried to accelerate past the safety and fell forward for three yards on the play. He secured and carried the ball under his left 
arm on this play. Todman's first gain of the third quarter was an eight-yard run from a three-receiver shotgun set with the RB beginning the play flanking the QB's left side versus a 
nickel defense. This was Uconn's version of a wind-back play behind a pulling RG to LG. Todman veered inside and then bends the run behind is pulling guard. Todman nearly ran into 
this pulling guard at the line of scrimmage and he had to stop his feet and turn outside the guard. He stiff-armed the safety in the hold to get past the line and to the flat, 
accelerating enough to gain eight yards before an OU DL dragged him down from behind on the play. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. Todman got a huge hole about 
three linemen wide on an I-formation run behind his pulling RG to left tackle. Hitting the flat at the line of scrimmage and getting to the sideline for 11 yards as the cornerback eluded 
a WR's downfield block to push Todman out of bounds. He carried this attempt under his left arm. Todman got a big hole off RG from an I-formation, two-TE set on 1st and 10 with 
6:54 in the third quarter. He did a good job of running through the safety's hit to his outside leg as he cleared the hole, getting another seven yards after contact as he bounced the 
run to is left for a 12-yard gain. Good job switching the ball from his right hand to his left as he bent the run from RG to the left flat when he cleared the lane.

Elusiveness:

Todman's first carry was a three-yard gain to open the game for Uconn with 14:54 in the first quarter. Todman flanked the QB's left in the shotgun with a three-receiver set (2x1) 
versus an OU 4-3 with the SLB over the slot receiver at the right hash. Todman received the hand off moving towards his right as the slot receiver motioned behind the QB after the 
snap to make the defense think end around. Todman was supposed to follow his pulling LG to RG, but the OU DT penetrated into the backfield quick enough to meet the LG two 
yards into the backfield, forcing Todman to dip inside the pulling guard and leap over the DT to get to the line of scrimmage, falling forward in the crease for a three-yard gain. Nice 
recognition and agility to turn a two-yard loss into a three-yard gain.  Todman had to make a jump cut to the inside of the WLB in the backfield on a run to left tackle that was blown 
up by the LDE slicing inside the LT to stop the RG's pull two yard behind the line of scrimmage. Todman turned a two-yard loss into no gain with 9:05 in the first quarter. Todman 
gained three yards on a 1st and 10 run behind his pulling LG to right end, sliding away from a linebacker at the corner and dipping up the right hash on the play. Good job making 
this defender miss with the quick feet.  Todman's longest gain of the half as a 19-yard run on 2nd and 10 with 1:54 in the half on a shotgun draw. OU blitzed a corner off left end as 
Todman took the ball flanking the QB's left. Todman made three nice steps with his feet to weave away from two defenders rushing up field on the left side of the line and then 
avoid the cornerback diving for him as Todman reached the line of scrimmage. This gave Todman a big lane of open area to the left side of the field, which he ran towards for four 
yards and dipped away from pursuit to the right flat for another 15, but he couldn't separate from the safety in pursuit, running out of bounds. Good job stringing moves together 
with his feet early in the run.

Balance:
Speed:

Todman's longest gain of the half as a 19-yard run on 2nd and 10 with 1:54 in the half on a shotgun draw. OU blitzed a corner off left end as Todman took the ball flanking the QB's 
left. Todman made three nice steps with his feet to weave away from two defenders rushing up field on the left side of the line and then avoid the cornerback diving for him as 
Todman reached the line of craimmage. This gave Todman a big lane of open area to the left side of the field, which he ran towards for four yards and dipped away from pursuit to 
the right flat for another 15, but he couldn't separate from the safety in pursuit, running out of bounds. He flashed a decent initial burst, but not that third gear to pull away from a 
DB. Todman was targeted on a deep wheel route down the left sideline on 1st and 10 with 13:44 left, but the pass was about three yards ahead of Todman despite the RB getting a 
solid step behind the LB.

Blocking:

On 2nd and 7 with 14:21 in the first quarter, Todman was the lead blocker to seal the edge for his slot receiver on an end around from the shotgun. After the snap, the RB veered 
from his spot left of the QB in the shotgun to left end and delivered a good cut block of the WLB at the left hash, knocking the defender to the ground, which helped give the WR the 
corner for a six-yard gain to the left side. Todman went low on the cut, but got both of the defender's feet. Todman cut blocked the WLB on a blitz off RG as he veered to the gap 
from his spot left of the QB in the shotgun on a 2nd and 7 pass to the TE for an eight-yard gain on a crossing route. Todman did a good job getting the feet of the defender and 
knocking the LB to the ground in the hole rather than waiting for the LB to come for him. Although the low dive wasn't great technique the aggressive approach to meet the LB first 
rather than wait made the difference. On a 2nd and 1 pass play from the shotgun, Todman began at the left flank of the QB and veered to left end to block the LDE. Todman went 
too low on the cut block and the DE stepped over him on the play. This is why Todman needs to work on his cut blocks, even if he was successful the first two times. Excellent attack 
and punch on the slot corner blitzing off right end on a 1st and 10 pass play with 7:21 in the third quarter. Todman delivered a hard punch to the chest of the CB, getting one hand 
inside the pads and controlling the defender long enough for the QB to nearly complete a pass to the opposite sideline 20 yards downfield.

Vision:

Todman's first carry was a three-yard gain to open the game for Uconn with 14:54 in the first quarter. Todman flanked the QB's left in the shotgun with a three-receiver set (2x1) 
versus an OU 4-3 with the SLB over the slot receiver at the right hash. Todman received the hand off moving towards his right as the slot receiver motioned behind the QB after the 
snap to make the defense think end around. Todman was supposed to follow his pulling LG to RG, but the OU DT penetrated into the backfield quick enough to meet the LG two 
yards into the backfield, forcing Todman to dip inside the pulling guard and leap over the DT to get to the line of scrimmage, falling forward in the crease for a three-yard gain. Nice 
recognition and agility to turn a two-yard loss into a three-yard gain. Todman took a direct snap on 3rd and 1 from a shotgun formation with the RG pulling to left end to seal the 
backside as the rest of the line slanted right. Todman found a small crease right of C and hit hole as the RDT veered across the C and met the RB just ahead of the first down 
marker. It appeared the Todman initially got across the marker, but he was gang tackled immediately and pushed back. The officials spotted the ball at the line of scrimmage for no 
gain. Todman lost two yards on a shotgun, two-TE set run with both WRs bunched to each end on 2nd and 10 with 9:54 in the first quarter. The RB was supposed to press a hole of 
LT as he waited for the RG to pull to that end of the formation. But the WR did a poor job of containing the CB shooting inside of him off left end and by the time the RB veered back 
to the left side behind his pulling guard, the CB met him in the backfield. Toddman was wrapped by the CB and cut at the legs by the LDT. Todman had to make a jump cut to the 
inside of the WLB in the backfield on a run to left tackle that was blown up by the LDE slicing inside the LT to stop the RG's pull two yard behind the line of scrimmage. Todman 
turned a two-yard loss into no gain with 9:05 in the first quarter. On 3rd and 1 with 8:00 in the first quarter from a two-TE, I-formation set, Todman ran into the back of his FB off 
RG, slid off the lead blocker's back and fell forward for the first down. The officials gave him a good spot because on this short yardage run, Todman appeared short of the marker 
due to the fact that he had to dip inside of a safety blitzing through the A gap off LG. This is why he ran into the FB on the play. Todman gained three yards on a 1st and 10 run 
behind his pulling LG to right end, sliding away from a linebacker at the corner and dipping up the right hash on the play. Good job making this defender miss with the quick feet. 
Todman gained five yards on 2nd and 10 play from Uconn's two-TE, shotgun set against a 3-4 front with both OLBs flanking either end. Todman followed is pulling LG to RG and got 
a better seal at the line of scrimmage than he had seen in the first 10 minutes of the first quarter. He gained two yards following the guard, ran into the defender's back and then 
slid off the lineman towards center and kept his legs moving to push forward for another three on the play. Todman was met a yard behind the line of scrimmage by three defenders 
on an I-formation delay from a two-TE set. Todman found the only hole available, which was behind his lead FB, but the OU defense filled the gaps quickly as Todman approached 
the line of scrimmage. There was no cutback or bounce-out opportunity on this play. Todman did a decent job of cutting inside his pulling LG to RG on a shotgun formation run for 
three yards, but the RB needed to press this hole more effectively. The RDE sliced inside of RT on this play and if Todman pressed the hole outside just a bit, he might have widened 
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that hole off RG. Instead that RDE was able to hit Todman's feet as he made his cut inside the RG and the RB had to fall forward for three yards. He did a nice job of setting up his 
LG's pulling block to RT on a 1st and 10 run for three yards with 8:05 in the half. Todman followed both guards pulling to right end, initially running at the outside hip of the LG, 
waiting for the guard to engaged the cornerback and then Todman cut to the inside hip of the guard to find a lane and gain his three yards. Todman's only catch of the night was a 
2nd and 7 with 7:30 in the half from a shotgun set on a screen pass to the left flat. He did a good job curling across the middle of the formation to the left flat to get into position, 
catching the ball over his outside shoulder with his hands as he turned back to the QB. Todman made a good change of direction downfield to get inside the hash and avoid the 
safety's charge outside the hash to meet the RB. Todman slipped as he tried to accelerate past the safety and fell forward for three yards on the play. Good read in the open field 
although it went for a minimal gain. Todman's longest gain of the half as a 19-yard run on 2nd and 10 with 1:54 in the half on a shotgun draw. OU blitzed a corner off left end as 
Todman took the ball flanking the QB's left. Todman made three nice steps with his feet to weave away from two defenders rushing up field on the left side of the line and then 
avoid the cornerback diving for him as Todman reached the line of scrimmage. This gave Todman a big lane of open area to the left side of the field, which he ran towards for four 
yards and dipped away from pursuit to the right flat for another 15, but he couldn't separate from the safety in pursuit, running out of bounds. Todman's first gain of the third 
quarter was an eight-yard run from a three-receiver shotgun set with the RB beginning the play flanking the QB's left side versus a nickel defense. This was Uconn's version of a 
wind-back play behind a pulling RG to LG. Todman veered inside and then bends the run behind is pulling guard. Todman nearly ran into this pulling guard at the line of scrimmage 
and he had to stop his feet and turn outside the guard. He stiff-armed the safety in the hold to get past the line and to the flat, accelerating enough to gain eight yards before an OU 
DL dragged him down from behind on the play. If Todman could read is blocks a little better and be more patient with his speed, he might not need to stop and start as much. This 
would help Todman use his acceleration to his advantage and get bigger gains. Good job bouncing off left end for a six-yard gain on the next run. This time he pressed the inside 
behind his pulling RG, drew in the secondary and then bounced the run to end for the gain. Todman got a huge hole about three linemen wide on an I-formation run behind his 
pulling RG to left tackle. Hitting the flat at the line of scrimmage and getting to the sideline for 11 yards as the cornerback eluded a WR's downfield block to push Todman out of 
bounds. Good patience behind his FB on a run to left end with 5:50 in the third quarter, waiting for his FB to engage and dipping away from the safety to get inside the FB's block for 
a three-yard gain on a run that was stretched pretty well to the outside by the OU defense. He was very patient running off left end on a 1st and 10 I-formation run with 2:42 in the 
third quarter. Todman stayed close to the line as he veered to his left and then accelerated wider to the flat once his FB cut sealed the edge. Todman then tried to set up his WR's 
block in the flat by dipping inside the WR. However the DT in pursuit wrapped Todman just as the RB lowered his shoulder through the CB he had set up with that inside-out bounce 
by the WR's block. He gained 17 yards with 2:40 left on a draw play from shotgun against a three-man front, finding a big lane off LG.

Receiving

Todman's only catch of the night was a 2nd and 7 with 7:30 in the half from a shotgun set on a screen pass to the left flat. He did a good job curling across the middle of the 
formation to the left flat to get into position, catching the ball over his outside shoulder with his hands as he turned back to the QB. Todman made a good change of direction 
downfield to get inside the hash and avoid the safety's charge outside the hash to meet the RB. Todman slipped as he tried to accelerate past the safety and fell forward for three 
yards on the play. Todman was targeted on a deep wheel route down the left sideline on 1st and 10 with 13:44 left, but the pass was about three yards ahead of Todman despite 
the RB getting a solid step behind the LB.

D
urability:

He missed a game with an arm injury this year. Missed first two games in 2008 with a shoulder injury.




